We May Have To Choose
Written and performed by Emma Hall | Directed by Prue Clark.
***WINNER - 2015 ADELAIDE FRINGE FESTIVAL WEEKLY AWARD: BEST
THEATRE***

621 opinions delivered in 45 minutes (on the eve of the apocalypse)
★★★★ "an excellent performer...smart, fun and distinctly different - Adelaide Theatre Guide 2015
Following an award-winning season at 2015 Adelaide Fringe, We May Have to Choose appears
at Edinburgh Festival Fringe in its international debut.
We May Have To Choose is a darkly humorous piece of new writing that asks: in a dying world,
what is it to speak one's mind? One woman presents a poignant study of the personal soapbox
and a fantastical ride through the subconscious mind.
"Farting breaks the ice. Ice caps are good places for Japanese butoh dancing. Dancing fills your
body with happy chemicals. Chemicals are destroying the oceans. Antarctica is not a good
place to visit. The polar bears are angry with you."
In today's western democracies, free speech is often divisive and morally ambiguous. So for
less than an hour, one woman claims the limelight to list her worldly opinions. About hot water
systems, for a start. But also about homelessness, the Loch Ness Monster, Russian diets, Kylie
Minogue, the economic world order... and 515 other facts of life.
"a refreshingly experimental performance... surprisingly funny... provocative...an introspective
experience" – Buzzcuts, 2015
Accompanied by beautiful lighting from acclaimed designer Amy Lever-Davidson, and a musical
score reminiscent of Philip Glass and Laurie Anderson, Australian performer Emma Hall creates
a 'funny, withering, and moving' piece about the fallibility of thought in our quest to solve the
riddles of our world.

★★★★ "an engaging... and thought-provoking reflection on how we navigate life" - Rip It Up 2015
I think therefore I am… often wrong.
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